A Stravinsky of fire: superb!
Pascal Rioult Dance Theatre was invited to the Opéra theatre de Saint-Etienne, with three ballets set to the music of
Stravinsky. Classicism and sensuality blended together. Fascinating!
Pascal Rioult is a former high level athlete who discovered dance when he was only 25. It is little to say that his
choreography has both the power of the athlete and high levels of grace. The dances are full of sensuality and at the
same time very well constructed, structured, and architectured. This New York dance company blends a perceptible
sensuality from the first variations of Black Diamond, as the dancers trace out between them the shifting geometry of
all their ballets.
Two dancers are placed on two cubes and dance a differentiated choreography simultaneously, which occasionally
comes together as if guided by an imaginary stopwatch. A black diamond like a venomous plant or carnivore in the
style of orchids. These two dancers in black transparent tights occasionally throw their legs as if they wanted to sting,
in imitation of the violin that plays shrill notes with lots of vivacity.
With subtle jolts of the body, creeping and furtive sliding, slightly crazy diagonals, this pas de deux that is also very
much danced in place, with small steps, has something mysterious and profound about it. A feminine plural with very
finely-cut facets…
Power and virtuosity
The second ballet, titled Les Noces is also very taking and fascinating. It is the couple that is danced: that of the
wedding party. This is done in four very powerful and well rhythmed pas de deux. From a primal energy come
certainties: those of the ancestral ritual of passage that is the ceremony of marriage. The dress helps the progression of
the ballet, with the actors dressing little by little in the costume of the party that reveals itself very imaginatively for the
young spouses…
Everything is very energetic. Energetic and muscled. As if the four couples led the dance all the way to approval
without losing a second. There is nothing particularly original in the trick of chairs aligned on the scene, but the power
of the dance is what amazes us. We are transported by the rhythm, the virtuosity, and the creativity.
The third ballet, called Firebird is much more poetic but it also makes an impression by its virtuosity. A community of
lost souls gripped by despair recaptures taste and the joy of life by the grace of a little girl, who is meant to symbolize a
phoenix. It’s very touching.
And above all very well danced by the troupe, whose professionalism is absolute.
The music of Stravinsky with the watermark of the inspiration of Martha Graham, for whom Pascal Rioult danced for a
longtime. It is a little gem of purity and perfection!
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